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SYNOPSES: 

 
Rectangle Time 

Cats magically appear for cuddling when it’s readaloud time, and Paul 
imagines the ritual from a feline’s point of view. “Oh, good, it’s time! 
They’re bringing out the rectangle,” says a self-interested calico as her 
owners, a light brown–skinned man and his young son, pull a book off 
the shelf. But what happens when the maturing reader learns to handle 
“rectangles” on his own? As the boy grows, the cat’s brash naivete 
elicits giggles. “Look at the poor little guy,” the cat says of the lone 
child, silently reading a chapter book: “He’s just… staring at the rectan-
gle.” Solitary rectangle-handling, the calico discovers, means less cud-
dling. As the cat pesters the boy, the child’s inattention and a swat 
away creates doubt for the feline (“Eh, no big deal. It wasn’t on pur-
pose. I get it”) before a final, fuzzy rapprochement ends in an accom-
modation for all. Placid, doll-like characters created by Cameron 
(Monet’s Cat) underscore the story’s comforting moments rather than 
adding antic expressions or frenetic action. With comedy that goes 
right over the head of the feline narrator, Paul’s clever, self-assured 
text offers owners (and their cats) some promising rectangle time of 
their own. Publishers Weekly 

"A sweet story about falling in love with reading". Kirkus 

How to Raise a Reader 

“New York Times Book Review editors Paul and Russo are the 
perfect candidates to guide us in raising children who love read-
ing. Colorful and visually pleasing, this attractive text shares not 
only book lists but also “must-knows” for each age level, from 
toddlers to teens…Bold and bright illustrations combine with 
varied recommendations for instilling a love of reading in chil-
dren of all ages; a must-purchase for all collections.” Library 
Journal, starred review 

“Paul and Russo, both editors at The New York Times Book Re-
view, have a storehouse of wisdom to share, with advice for 
every stage from infancy to adolescence. They offer stellar lists 
of specific reading suggestions, all with the goal of raising ‘a 
reader for life.’ Colorful illustrations from four children’s illustra-
tors add to the fun, making this a book that’s easy for literature-
loving parents to enjoy and get lost in.” BookPage 


